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Transition from simple to complex behavior of single molecule line shapes
in disordered condensed phase
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We use the Kubo–Anderson sudden jump approach to investigate line shapes of single molecules
~SMs! interacting with randomly distributed two level systems~TLSs!. Depending on their random
environment, SMs exhibit a wide variety of behaviors. Under certain conditions, given in the text,
line shapes exhibit simple behavior, e.g., cases where lines are Lorentzian with a width which varies
from one molecule to the other. As control parameters are changed a transition to complex line
shape phenomena is observed~i.e., the line shapes have random structures, each with a random
number of peaks!. We investigate these behaviors for two cases—~i! the case when all TLSs are
identical though randomly distributed in space and~ii ! the standard tunneling model of low
temperature glass where the TLSs are nonidentical. We show that, in certain limits, both models can
be analyzed using Le´vy-stable laws. For the glass model we compute the distribution of line shape
variance and discuss a previous proposition, that distribution of variance and the distribution of
linewidth measured in experiment are related. For the line shape problem of SMs in glass we show
that background TLSs, defined in the text, can be treated collectively using a simple Gaussian
approximations. The Gaussian approximation for the background reduces the number of TLSs
needed for a full size simulation of the SM glass system. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental advances1 have made it possible to mea
sure the spectral line shape of a single molecule~SM! em-
bedded in a condensed phase. In a disordered conde
phase each molecule is in a unique static and dynamic e
ronment, hence the line shapes of chemically identical S
vary from molecule to molecule. In this way, the dynam
properties of the host are encoded in the distribution of
spectral line shapes.2–23

In this paper we investigate the conditions for simp
complex line shape phenomena of SMs interacting with r
domly distributed independent two-level systems~TLSs!
based on the sudden jump approach of Kubo a
Anderson.24 Examples of simple and complex line sha
phenomena can be found in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.
define simple line shape phenomena as the case where a~or
most! SM lines have identical shape, though parameters
scribing the line can vary from one molecule to the oth
For example, cases where all lines are Lorentzian or Ga
ian, though the linewidth is a random variable. If all lines a
Gaussian or Lorentzian, only one single probability dens
function ~PDF! is needed to characterize the statistical pro
erties of the lines, e.g., the PDF of linewidths.25 On the other
hand, complex line shape phenomena are defined when

a!Electronic mail: barkai@mit.edu
5850021-9606/2000/113(14)/5853/15/$17.00
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functional form of the line shape differs from one molecu
to the other. This is expected when splitting phenomena
observed~see the following for details!. For this case an
infinite number of PDFs are needed to fully characterize
statistical properties of the lines. As we have discussed
Ref. 23, in this complex case each line can be character
by its cumulantsk1 ,k2 ,..., which vary from one SM to the
other, and then the PDFsP(k1),P(k2),..., areneeded for
the full description of the statistical properties of the lines

In this work we use the approach of Skinner a
co-workers,9,10,26,27 c.f. Refs. 12, 13, and 18. Reilly an
Skinner26 modeled the line shape of SMs interacting withN
identical TLSs on a lattice based on the Kubo–Anders
sudden jump approach. Geva and Skinner9,10 considered a
SM interacting with a disordered environment. They mo
eled the line shape of a SM in low temperature glass ba
on the sudden jump picture and the standard tunneling m
of glass.28 In this model, a random distribution of dynamic
defects~i.e., the TLSs! interact with the chromophore via
long range interactions. Based on these models, we find~i!
for SMs interacting with identical TLSs, which are random
distributed in space and in the fast modulation limit, th
lines are Lorentzian. Under certain conditions we find th
the distribution of linewidths of the SMs is a Le´vy-stable
distribution and we explain that this is a consequence of
generalized central limit theorem.29,30 ~ii ! For SMs in glass
and when TLSs are excluded from a sufficiently large sph
3 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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cal cavity of radiusl around the SMs, lines are Gaussian.
Gaussian behavior of the glass background was obse
previously by Brown and Silbey13 based on numerical simu
lations. Here, we go further using the cumulant expansion
the lines and, in addition, an order parameter approach.
investigate the statistical properties of the random Gaus
background and calculate the distribution of variances
completely characterizes the Gaussian line shapes. For c
~i! and~ii ! we quantify the transition from simple to comple
line shape phenomena using analytical and numerical
proaches.

Our main motivation for considering the glass mod
with a cutoff l ~which does not exist in real experiments! is
the following. The line shape of a SM in glass is a functi
of a huge number of parameters describing the flipping TL
that the SM is interacting with. These include TLSs positio
in the system, orientational parameters, energy splitting,
asymmetry parameters, all these being random variables
differ from one TLS to the other. When we divide the syste
into two, the contribution of TLSs in the regionr . l (r is the
TLS-chromophore distance! is shown to be approximatel
Gaussian, and these TLSs are called background TLSs.
TLSs in the inner spherical regionr , l must be treated ex
actly. In the text we show how to choosel, we justify the
Gaussian approximation for the background, and show un
what conditions it works well. By finding the Gaussian b
havior of the background we reduce the number of TL
needed for a typical simulation of the SM interacting w
TLSs in glass~typically one will have to consider 20 TLSs i
the inner region while the full simulation typically uses 10
TLSs!.

As mentioned previously, some of our results can
explained in terms of Le´vy statistics, this being a result o
the long-range~dipolar! interaction between the TLS an
SM. The relation between Le´vy statistics and single mol
ecule spectroscopy in ordered systems was investigate
Ref. 4 ~see further details in Sec. VIII!. Here and in Ref. 23
we are considering SMs in a disordered system and s
how and when Le´vy statistics~i.e., generalized central limi
theorem! characterizes the line shape properties. As we
cuss in the summary, the theory of inhomogeneous
broadening35 is based on long-range interaction physics a
parts of it can be explained in terms of Le´vy statistics.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the sudd
jump model is presented and conditions for Lorentzian l
shapes are discussed. In Sec. III, we consider a mode
identical TLSs randomly distributed in space and investig
the transition from simple to complex line shape phenome
In Sec. IV we give the general conditions for Gaussian l
shape phenomena. In Sec. V the standard tunneling mod
presented; this model defines the input data for the calc
tion of line shapes of SM in glass. The transition fro
Gaussian to non-Gaussian behavior for the low tempera
glass model is investigated in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII we calc
late the distribution of variances of the line shapes and
cuss its relation with distribution of linewidth. A summar
and discussion are presented in Sec. VIII.
Downloaded 13 Sep 2001 to 18.21.0.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
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II. SUDDEN JUMP MODEL

Following Refs. 9, 10, 12, and 26 we assume a ch
mophore coupled to nonidentical independent TLSs. T
SM–TLS interaction is dipolar. The chromophore is on t
origin and the position of then TLS is rn . The TLSs are
coupled to phonons or other thermal excitations such that
state of the TLS changes with time. The state of thenth TLS
is described by an occupation parameter,jn(t), which is
equal to 1 or 0 if the TLS is in its ground or excited sta
respectively. The transitions between the ground and exc
state are described by the up and down transition ra
Ku ,Kd , which are related to each other by the standard
tailed balance condition.

The excitation of thenth TLS shifts the chromophore’s
transition frequency byvn . Thus, the chromophore’s trans
tion frequency is

v~t!5v01 (
n51

Nact

jn~t!vn , ~1!

whereNact is the number of active TLSs in the system~see
further details in the following! andv0 is the bare transition
frequency, which differs from one molecule to the other d
pending on the local static disorder. The frequency pertur
tion of thenth TLS is

vn52pa
C~V!Dn

r 3
, ~2!

wherea is a coupling constant whose dimensions are Hz m3,
Dn is a dimensionless function of the internal parameters
the TLS, andC(V) is a dimensionless function of orde
unity defined by the orientation of thenth TLS and the SM.

The absorption line shape of the SM is given by t
complex Laplace transform of the dipole autocorrelati
function ~also called the relaxation function!

I SM~v!5
1

p
ReF E

0

`

dteivte~2t/2T1!FSM~ t !G , ~3!

whereT1 is the lifetime of the chromophore’s excited stat
The relaxation function is

FSM~ t !5expF2 i E
0

t

dtv~t!G , ~4!

where the bar denotes the average with respect to the
chastic processesjn(t). For simplicity we restrict the analy
sis to v050 in Eq. ~1! and 1/T150 in Eq. ~3!, hence only
contributions of the TLSs to the lines are considered. Si
the TLSs are independent,

FSM~ t !5Pn51
Nact Fn~ t !. ~5!

The relaxation function of a single TLS can be evaluate26

based on methods developed by Anderson and Kubo,

Fn~ t !5e2(un1 ipnvn)tFcosh~Vnt !1
un

Vn
sinh~Vnt !G ~6!

with
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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5855J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 14, 8 October 2000 Single molecule line shapes
Vn5AKn
2

4
2

vn
2

4
2 i S pn2

1

2D vnKn, ~7!

un5
Kn

2
2 i S pn2

1

2D vn , ~8!

where pn is the probability of finding thenth TLS in its
excited state andKn5Ku1Kd . In the slow modulation limit
Kn!uvnu one finds a much simpler expression,

Fn~ t !512pn1pne2 ivnt. ~9!

From Eq.~9! we learn that the line shape of a SM coupled
a single TLS, in the slow modulation limit, is described
two delta peaks~splitting phenomena! and it is easy to un-
derstand that the line shape of a SM interacting withN slow
TLSs will be described by 2N delta peaks.

In the fast modulation limit,Kn@uvnu,

Fn~ t !.exp~2 ipnvnt !exp~2Gnutu! ~10!

andGn5(pn2pn
2)vn

2/Kn . This means that a line shape of
SM interacting with a single fast TLS is a Lorentzian wi
half width Gn . It is clear that the line shape of a SM inte
acting with a bath of fast TLSs will also yield a Lorentzia
shape with a random linewidth

G5 (
n51

Nact

pn~12pn!
vn

2

Kn
~11!

centered at

vc5 (
n51

Nact

pnvn . ~12!

For this behavior, the conditionKn@uvnu must hold for all
the TLSs in the system. For TLSs close to the origin the f
modulation condition is not satisfied since

uvnu52pa
DnuC~Vn!u

r 3
@Kn ~13!

for r→0. Hence for a system to exhibit Lorentzian behav
TLSs should not reside in the close vicinity of the SM.

III. EXAMPLE 1: IDENTICAL TLS MODEL

Let us investigate the fast modulation limit using
simple model. We assume all TLSs are identical though r
domly distributed in space, hence we haveDn51, pn5p and
Kn5K. Two additional parameters are needed to define
model—the density of the TLSr as well as the couplinga.
According to the discussion in Sec. II, the SM line shape w
be Lorentzian, with a width which varies from one molecu
to the other, provided that all TLSs are described by a
modulation limit. The condition for the fast modulation lim
is

K@2pa
uC~V!u

r 3
~14!
Downloaded 13 Sep 2001 to 18.21.0.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
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for all TLSs in the system. SinceC(V);1, each SM with a
TLS in a shell of radiusr;(a/K)1/3 is not described by the
fast modulation limit. For such a TLS to be rare the con
tion

b1ra/K!1 ~15!

must hold andb1 is a constant of order unity determined b
statistical properties ofC(V). When Eq.~15! is valid the
SMs are described by the fast modulation limit and we
ticipate that lines are Lorentzian.

To quantify the transition from the fast modulation lim
to the more complex slow modulation limit we define a
order parameter. Let

j5
1

2 E
2`

`

dvuI SM~v!2I fm~v!u, ~16!

whereI SM(v) is the line shape of the SM andI fm(v) is the
line shape of the molecule in the fast modulation limit@i.e., a
Lorentzian with widthG, Eq. ~11!, centered onvc , Eq.
~12!#. Both I SM(v) and I fm(v) depend on the realization o
disorder the SM is interacting with, hencej is a random
variable. We definêj& as the order parameter and^•••& is
an average over realizations of disorder. Since accordin
our definitionsI SM(v) and I fm(v) are normalized functions
the order parameter is dimensionless and 0<^j&<1. The
order parameter̂j&→0 in the fast modulation limit~i.e., the
ordered case in the sense that all lines are Lorentzian tho
their width and location are random! while ^j&→1 far from
this limit ~e.g., when splitting phenomena are expected to
observed!.

We generated on our computer many realizations of d
ordered systems. In simulation we exclude TLSs from a c
ity of radius l around the SM, otherwise the TLSs are un
formly distributed in space. For simplicity we use the tw
state modelc(V)561 with equal probabilities; other mor
realistic forms ofC(V) will not alter the conclusions we
reach. For each realization of disorder we used the fast F
rier transform to calculate the SM line shape and alsoj. In
Fig. 1 we show the typical line shapes for different choic
of K. In the slow modulation limit we observe the splittin
behavior, while in the fast modulation limit we see Lorent
ian behavior. The transition between the two behaviors
shown using the order parameter. In Fig. 2 we plot^j& ver-
sus the dimensionless control parameterar/K. We observe
a transition from simple to complex behavior.

When the system is in the fast modulation limit, lin
shapes are characterized by their line width. The PDFP(G)
of linewidth fully characterizes the statistical properties
the lines and now we shall calculate this PDF.25 Using Eq.
~11! we introduce the dimensionless width

G85
G

K
5 (

n51

Nact p~12p!4p2a2

K2

C2~V!

r n
6

. ~17!

As mentioned previously, we have introduced a finite cut
l and TLSs are excluded from a sphere of radiusl around the
SM. In our case, it is important to note that TLSs close to
origin do not satisfy the condition of fast modulation E
~14!. Therefore, to be consistent we must consider the TL
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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in the vicinity of the SM with care. We use the two-sta
model approach,c(V)561, to show that the characterist
function @the Fourier transform ofP(G8)] is given by

^eikG8&5expF2r* Ap~12p!Auku E
h(k)

`

dx3~12ei /x6
!G , ~18!

with

h~k!5
l 3k3K

2pAukuAp~12p!a
~19!

and

r* 5
8p2

3

ra

K
~20!

FIG. 1. Line shapes of example 1 for a particular spatial realization of
TLS configuration. The lines are given as full lines for four different valu
of K as indicated. For the two largest values ofK ~i.e., the fast modulation
limit ! predictions according to Eq.~11! are given by dashed lines. Th
parameters are:ra51 MHz, lr1/350.1, p 5 0.3, andnc5vc /(2p) with
vc taken from Eq.~12!.

FIG. 2. The order parameter^j& of example 1 as a function of the dimen
sionless parameterar/K and for two values ofp as indicated. The cutoff
parameter was chosen usingl 3r50.1. In the simulations we varyK, the
other parameters are fixed.
Downloaded 13 Sep 2001 to 18.21.0.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
is the dimensionless density. We shall always consider
limit r* →0 since only then slow TLSs are rare according
Eq. ~15!. We do not give the details of the derivation of E
~18! since similar derivations are presented in the contex
low temperature glass in the following. The Fourier inve
sion of Eq.~18! can be performed numerically. Only in th
limit of l→0 can an analytical approach be used.

We consider the limitl→0 in Eq. ~18! yielding h(k)
50. For such a limit to be meaningful some care must
taken since there exist two dimensionless length scales in
problem (r* )1/3 and (4pr l 3/3)1/3. It is easy to see that whe
Kl 3/a→0 the limit h(k)→0 can be taken in Eq.~18!. Such
a limit will obviously describe well the casel !(a/K)1/3. A
slightly more delicate limit is the casel;(a/K)1/3, for
which the limit h(k)→0 can be considered provided th
r* →0. To see this, usel 5(a/K)1/3. Then h(k)5@2pp(1
2p)uku1/2#21 and only values of k which satisfy
r* Ap(12p)Auku;1 will contribute to the inversion of Eq
~18!. For these values ofk, h(k)→0 if r* →0. For l 50 we
find in the limit of r* →0,

P~G8!5L1/2,1~G8!, ~21!

whereL1/2,1(G8) is a one sided Le´vy-stable density29,30given
explicitly as

L1/2,1~G8!5
z1/2

A2p
G823/2expS 2

z1/2
2

2G8
D ~22!

and

z1/25
r*

2
A2pp~12p!. ~23!

For largeG8, P(G8);G823/2, implying a broad distribution
of G8. We shall elaborate more on Le´vy statistics in the
summary and show that Le´vy statistics can be used to an
lyze many other related problems.

As already mentioned, we numerically generated ma
line shapes of SMs. For each molecule we extract its li
width, and we consider a set of parameters for which all lin
observed are approximately Lorentzian. In Fig. 3 we co
pare our prediction, Eq.~21!, and our numerical simulation
to find good agreement between theory and simulation
Fig. 4 we show a correlation plot of half width at half max
mum from numerical simulations of the lines andG8 Eq.
~11!. All the data points fall on a linear curve, indicatin
Lorentzian behavior of the lines.

In the slow modulation limit, splitting is observed an
thus the linewidth gives only partial characterization of t
line. Instead of linewidths one can characterize the line by
infinite number of cumulantsk1 ,k2 , etc. Then an infinite
number of PDFs describe the statistical properties of
lines P(k1), P(k2) etc.23 This situation is far more compli-
cated than the fast modulation limit when a single functi
P(G) describes the statistical properties of the line.

IV. CONDITIONS FOR GAUSSIAN LINE SHAPES

For low temperature glass, Brown and Silbey13 showed,
based on numerical simulations, that once TLSs are exclu
from a sphere of radiusl the line shapes become Gaussia

e
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They considered a set of parameters relevant to experim
~see details in Table III! andl 57 nm. Here we go further by
using an analytical approach and show when the Gaus
approximation is valid and how to choosel. We use two
criteria for Gaussian behavior—one based on the cumu
expansion and a second that uses an order parameter. I
section we give the general conditions for Gaussian beha
to hold while in Sec. V we discuss the example of a SM

FIG. 3. PDF ofG8 calculated from Eq.~22! and histogram of the half widths
at half maximum~HWHM! from simulation calculations. The paramete
arear51 MHz, K51 GHz, p50.5, andl 3r52p31023. 105 number of
realizations were used in the simulation calculations. In the inset we s
the tail of the PDF on log–log scale. The one-sided Le´vy-stable law, Eq.
~22!, gives an excellent approximation for the distribution of linewidths.

FIG. 4. Correlation plot HWHM vsG/(2p) for the same parameters as
Fig. 3 but for two values ofp as indicated. 1000 data points are plotted
each case. The plot shows that data are compatible with a simple Loren
behavior of the lines.@i.e., Eq. ~12! works well#. For a small number of
molecules with large linewidths, deviations from Lorentzian behavior
observed. A SM with a large linewidth indicates~in probability sense! that a
TLS is situated in the vicinity of the SM and then the fast modulation lim
does not work well. Therefore for very large linewidths, deviations from
Lorentzian behavior are found.
Downloaded 13 Sep 2001 to 18.21.0.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
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low temperature glass. For discussions of the Gaussian b
ground approximation in the context of inhomogeneous l
shapes see Refs. 27 and 31.

We divide the system into two parts. Within the fir
spherical inner region 1 the system is treated exactly, w
the rest of the system, region 2, is treated using a Gaus
approximation. The radius of the inner region isl and the
line shape formula is rewritten as

I SM~v!5
1

p
ReF E

0

`

dteivth1~ t !h2~ t !G ~24!

whereh1(t)[Pn1

, Fn1
(t) and

h2~ t !5Pn2

. Fn2
~ t ! ~25!

are the autocorrelation functions of regions 1 and 2, resp
tively. We show that ifl is large enough, and under certa
conditions,h2(t) can be approximated by a Gaussian. Th
behavior might be expected based on a standard central
argument since for largel the SM is interacting with many
TLSs and frequency shifts are small.

This division into two regions is important for thre
main reasons.~i! If the background region 2 can be approx
mated by Gaussian behavior and ifl is not too large, we can
find an analytical formula for the line shape by treating t
TLSs in region 1 exactly.~ii ! In some cases, when the de
sity of TLS is low, the choicel→0 can be made and the
line shapes are Gaussian.~iii ! At least in principle, if the
~spherical! molecule is large enough thenl is the radius of
the molecule. Hence, region 1 is empty and again lines
Gaussian.

We use the autocorrelation function of region 2, and
cumulant expansion

ln@h2~ t !#5(
j 51

`

~2 i ! j
k j

j !
t j ~26!

to find the cumulants ofh2(t). The four lowest cumulantsk j

are presented in Table I; higher order cumulants are ea
calculated using symbolic programming ~e.g.,
MATHEMATICA !. The summation(n

. in Table I is for active
TLSs in region 2. Whenl 50 the cumulants in Table I are
the line shape cumulants.

From Table I we observe that the first and second cum
lants are independent of the ratesKn . Cumulants of order
j <2 are real while generally cumulants of orderj .2 are
complex, implying that the moments of the line shape
verge whenj .2. The divergence of the moments implie
that for largev, I (v);v24. Thus the tails ofI (v) behave

w

ian

e

TABLE I. Line-shape cumulants derived from the autocorrelation funct
Eq. ~25! for TLSs active in region 2.

j k j

1 (n
.pnvn

2 (n
.pn(12pn)vn

2

3 (n
.pn(12pn)(2pn21)vn

31 i (npn(12pn)Knvn
2

4 (n
.pn(211pn)@Kn

21vn
2(2116pn26pn

2)#vn
2

22i (n
.Kn(211pn)pn(2112pn)vn

3
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in a non-Gaussian way. Nevertheless, Gaussian-type be
ior can be found in the central part of theI (v).

The slow modulation limit was defined for the caseKn

!vn , for all the TLSs in the system. For TLSs far from th
origin the condition does not hold sincev;1/r 3; however,
the TLSs situated very far from the molecule do not contr
ute to the line shape. Let us assume that the TLSs in re
2 are described by the slow modulation limit~this assump-
tion can be checked as we show for the glass model in S
VI !. The zero-order approximation of the cumulants in t
slow modulation limit is found by settingKn50 in Table I.
These cumulants are presented in Table II, and as we se
cumulants are real, hence moments of the line shape
finite in this limit. We note that only active TLSs contribu
to the line, hence the conditionKn.1/texptmust hold with
texpt the experiment time. This implies that the slow mod
lation limit described in Table II exists only when the me
surement time is infinite, in other cases the cumulants
Table II are approximate.

We now discuss the conditions for the Gaussian appr
mation. By definition the cumulant expansion of a Gauss
is given by ln@h2(t)#52ik1t2k2t

2/2, namely all the cumu-
lantsk j with j .2 are zero. For the Gaussian approximati
of h2(t) to hold, we use two requirements~these will be
relaxed later when we use the order parameter!. The first is
that TLSs in region 2 must be described by the slow mo
lation limit because then the moments of the line shapeI (v)
are finite and the power-law tails of the line shape are abs
Second, in order to truncate the cumulant expansion after
second term, the cumulants in Table II must satisfy

uk4u!3k2
2 ~27!

and

uk3u!
3

A2
k2

3/2. ~28!

From these conditions one can determine the cutoffl. Once
these conditions hold,h2(t) is approximately a Gaussian

h2~ t !'expS 2 ik1t2
k2t2

2 D , ~29!

with k1 andk2 defined in Table II. From Eq.~29! it is easy
to understand why the line shape of a molecule interac
with the TLS in region 2 is also Gaussian~i.e., when region
1 is empty!.

A rough estimate ofl can be made if a slow modulatio
limit exists, from the condition

^uk4u&!3^k2
2&. ~30!

TABLE II. The same as Table I but for the slow modulation limit.

j k j

1 (n
.pnvn

2 (n
.pn(12pn)vn

2

3 (n
.pn(123pn12pn

2)vn
3

4 (n
.pn(127pn112pn

226pn
3)vn

4
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The averages in Eq.~30! are over the random distributions o
the TLSs~see the details given in Sec. V for the example
low temperature glass!. We use Eq.~30! to determine the
cutoff l for the parameter set used by Brown and Silbe13

and see if our estimate is close to 7 nm obtained from
numerical simulation. Usinĝuk4u&/3^k2

2&50.1, we find that
l .10 nm, which is in agreement with simulation. We c
now estimate the number of TLSs in region 1. Using t
parameters given in Table III the average number of TLSs
region 1 is 48 whenl 510 nm and 17 whenl 57 nm.

Let us now quantify the Gaussian behavior of the ba
ground, region 2, using a second approach. We define
order parameter in a way similar to that used in Eq.~16!,

j5
1

2E2`

`

dvuI SM~v!2I Ga~v!u, ~31!

where I Ga(v) is the Gaussian line shape, defined using
first and second cumulantsk1 andk2 in Table II. The aver-
age^j& is defined to be an order parameter. For small val
of l and for the standard tunneling model parameters in Ta
III, we expect that^j&;1, because the lines show non
Gaussian behavior@i.e., several peaks are observed as sho
in Fig. 6#. As l is increased we might expect^j& to decrease,
since when the lines are Gaussian^j&→0. When l is very
large^j& might increase again because then the backgro
TLSs are described by the fast modulation limit~i.e., their
contribution is Lorentzian32!. Thus one cannot expect
monotonic behavior of̂j& as the parameterl is increased.

Finally we note that the criteria for Gaussian behavi
based on the cumulant expansion equations~27! and~28! and
the order parameter~31! are different. The cumulant ap
proach is sensitive to the behavior of the line in its tai
while the order parameter approach mainly captures the
havior of the line in its center. The main advantage of t
cumulant test is that analytical expressions for the cumula
were found in Tables I and II and with these exact expr
sions it is easy to check the condition for Gaussian beha
of the cumulants. Generally there is no reason to expect
all lines with small values of̂ j& ~namely lines which are
Gaussian according to order parameter test! also be described
by Gaussian cumulants.

V. EXAMPLE 2: STANDARD TUNNELING MODEL

The dependence of the random variablespn ,Kn ,vn on
microscopical parameters of the standard tunneling mode

TABLE III. Parameter set for terrylene in polystryrene.

Parameter Description Value

T Temperature 1.7 K
texpt Expt time scale 120 s
m Asymmetry exponent

1
3

Amax Maximal asymmetry 17 K
Jmin Minimal tunneling element 2.831027 K
Jmax Maximal tunneling element 17 K
r max Maximal radial distance 27.48 nm
r TLS density 1.1531022 nm23

a SM–TLS coupling constant 3.7531011nm3 Hz
c TLS phonon coupling constant 3.93108 K23 Hz
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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low temperature glass is given in the following. We do n
discuss the assumptions of this model and the intere
reader is referred to the literature~see, e.g., the citations i
Refs. 9 and 13!. Later we use this model as an example
our results derived in Sec. IV. There exist a few variants
the standard tunneling model and here we use the m
used in the context of SM spectroscopy in low temperat
glass.9 In our simulations we follow the procedure in Ref.
According to the standard tunneling model:

~a! The frequency shift due to thenth TLS is

vn52pa
An

En

en

r n
3 , ~32!

wherea is a coupling constant,An is the TLS asymmetry
parameter,En is the energy splitting of thenth TLS,

En5AAn
21Jn

2, ~33!

andJn is the tunneling parameter describing thenth TLS. en

is the orientation parameter taken toe511 or e521 with
equal probability.9

~b! The occupation probability of the excited state

pn5
1

11exp~bEn!
~34!

with b51/(kBT).

~c! The TLS flipping frequency

Kn5cJn
2En cothS bEn

2 D , ~35!

wherec is the TLS phonon coupling constant.
The random variables of the standard tunneling mode

glasse,A,J,r are given by four distributions and one co
straint.

~i! The PDF ofe is given by

P~e!5 1
2 @d~e21!1d~e11!#. ~36!

~ii ! The PDF ofA andJ is given by

P~A,J!5P~A!P~J!5
1

N

Am

J
, ~37!

when 0<A<Amax andJmin<J<Jmax and the normalization

1

N
5

11m

Amax
11m

1

ln~Jmax/Jmin!
. ~38!

~iii ! For r . l the TLSs are uniformly distributed in
space.

~iv! An important constraint on the random variables
the condition that only TLSs that flip in the time of observ
tion texpt contribute to the line shape, mathematically t
condition reads

Kn.1/texpt ~39!

and only TLSs satisfying this condition are considered.
this way the results we obtain depend on the time of ob
vation. A critical discussion of approximation~39! is given
in Ref. 15. The working assumption behind Eq.~39! is that
lines are stable. If a TLS will flip only a few times on th
Downloaded 13 Sep 2001 to 18.21.0.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
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time scale of experiment and if this TLS is close enough
the SM, the line shape becomes unstable. It is assumed~but
not proven yet! that disregarding these instabilities is a re
sonable assumption which follows the procedure of exp
mental data analysis.

In the simulations we use the parameter set of Table
that describes terrylene in polystryrene.9 One note on the
parameter set is in order here. For a single TLS at a dista
1 nm we find the frequency shift isv/2p.375 GHz ~we
assumed thatA/E.1 and this assumption is reasonable f
many TLSs!. Such a shift is huge and might be suspected
unphysical. To see this, consider the ratio of this shift and
temperature\v/(kBT)518 at T51 K. Thus a shift being
similar or larger than a TLS energy splitting and simult
neously the approximation of a TLS flipping independen
of the shift induced in the chromophore appear questiona
We note that our results for the background withl .7 nm
~and not too small temperatures! are expected to hold sinc
for large r values the ratio\v/(kBT) is small. In what fol-
lows we restrict ourselves to the Geva–Skinner model
will report on the study of nearby TLSs in future work.

Finally, deviations between predictions based up
simulations of the SM glass model and measurement of
linewidth distribution were recently reported in Ref. 1
Good agreement between experiment and simulation
found by introducing an additional distribution of couplin
constantsa. While the assumption of distribution of cou
pling constant is not unreasonable, one cannot rule out
possibility of other reasons for deviations between simu
tion and experiment. It is also still to be seen if distributio
of a is independent of the distribution of other parameters
the model~i.e., A andJ).

VI. TRANSITION FROM NON-GAUSSIAN TO
GAUSSIAN BEHAVIOR OF THE BACKGROUND

Let us consider the line shapes for a SM interacting w
TLSs described by the standard tunneling model. We c
sider only the TLS in region 2 and usel 57 nm. We generate
the line shapes of six randomly chosen SMs based on
parameter set presented in Table III. The line shapes
tained by numerical integration are presented in Fig. 5. T
lines presented in Fig. 5 depend on a huge set of parame
describing the TLSs interacting with the SMs. We also sh
Gaussian approximation obtained with no fitting paramete
Each Gaussian line is defined by its mean and variance,
k1 and k2 both defined in Table I, the mean and varian
being random variables. In Fig. 5 we show good agreem
between the line shape and the Gaussian approximation
six molecules. For comparison we show in Fig. 6 also
casel 51 nm, for which, as observed already by Geva a
Skinner, most SM lines are different in shape from ea
other.

To quantify the transition from simple~i.e., Fig. 5! to
complex ~i.e., Fig. 6! line shape phenomena we have us
numerical simulations to evaluate to order parameter^j&,
Eq. ~31!, as a function of the cutoffl. A transition from a
non-Gaussian behavior for small values ofl to a Gaussian
behavior with^j&!1 for larger values ofl is shown in Fig.
7. The error bars in Fig. 7 are computed from the stand
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. Simple line shape phenomena for SMs in gla
based on the sudden jump standard tunneling mo
Line shapes of six SMs interacting with a set of TLS
described by the data of Table III are given by full line
for T51.7 K and l 57 nm. The Gaussian approxima
tion obtained by using the first two~random! cumulants
of the line shape are given by dash-dotted curves.
fitting was used. The frequency is given in units
(rad GHz) and the intensity in units of (rad GHz)21. In
all panels we setv050.
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deviation of the random variablej. We note that̂ j& is small
when the limit of Gaussian behavior is approached (l .7
nm!. In principle, one can characterize the Gaussian beha
on the basis of thej distribution and not on the average
we did here. We leave this issue for future work. We n
that the transition to Gaussian behavior shown in Fig. 7
smooth and slow~i.e., nonexponential! due to the long-range
1/r 3 interaction considered here.

We now consider the cumulants of line shapes. In E
~27! and~28! we have specified the conditions for the Gau
ian approximation. We have calculated the cumulantsk2 and
k4 defined in Table I for 3000 molecules using the parame
set in Table III andl 51 nm. For this value ofl we anticipate
a non-Gaussian behavior since according to Fig. 6 splittin
Downloaded 13 Sep 2001 to 18.21.0.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
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observed. In the upper part of Fig. 8uRe@k4#u vs 3k2
2 is

displayed for 3000 molecules. The line Re@k4#53k2
2 is also

given as a guide to the eye. This line separates those m
ecules which satisfy the conditionuRe@k4#u.3k2

2 ~and hence
according to our cumulant test are non-Gaussian! from those
that follow uRe@k4#u,3k2

2 ~and hence exhibit a Gaussia
behavior!. From Fig. 8 we learn that cumulants of most
the molecules exhibit a non-Gaussian behavior, as expec
In the lower part of Fig. 8 we show simulation results for t
case when the rates are set to zero. We see that the resul
not altered by the transition ratesK. Thus for l 51 nm, the
system is described by the slow modulation limit. This res
is compatible with previous numerical results obtained
in
del.
h
an
FIG. 6. Complex line shape phenomena for SMs
glass based on sudden jump standard tunneling mo
The parameters are the same as in Fig. 5 but witl
51 nm. Note the very different scales. The Gaussi
approximation clearly fails in general.
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Pfluegl, Brown, and Silbey,12 who showed that distribution
of linewidths of the full standard tunneling model is ve
similar to the distribution of linewidths obtained using
model where all rates are set to zero.

In Fig. 9 we present the cumulants forl 57 nm and with
the other parameters identical to those in Fig. 8. The up
part of Fig. 9 demonstrates that the cumulants are again
ferent than Gaussian. This is surprising since the order
rameter for this case iŝj&.0.05. In the lower part of Fig. 9
we show the results of simulations where all rates are se
zero. The large deviation between the full simulation and
simulation with K50 indicates that forl 57 nm the slow
modulation limit does not work well. Generally we expe
that the slow modulation limit will not work well for some
choice of largel since the shiftsv;1/r 3 are typically smaller

FIG. 7. Order parameter^j&, defined in Eq.~31!, as a function of the cutoff
l. A Gaussian type of behavior is expected when^j&→0. Each data point is
an average over 500 molecules.
Downloaded 13 Sep 2001 to 18.21.0.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
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as l is increased. In Fig. 10 we show the same as in Figs
and 9 with the temperatureT51 K and l 57 nm. Now most
of the cumulants exhibit a Gaussian behavior, though exc
tions are still found and, in addition, the slow modulatio
limit is valid.

To conclude, we have observed a rich type of behav
~a! Whenl 51 andT51.7 K a non-Gaussian behavior

manifested in the test of cumulants as well as by the fact
^j&.0.5. This is compatible with the direct observation
the line shapes which exhibit a non-Gaussian behavior.
have also shown that this case is compatible with the s
modulation limit.

~b! When l 57 nm andT51.7 K, according to the orde
parameter̂ j&.0.05 and most SM lines are characterized
Gaussian. However, a closer look at the cumulants of the
shapes reveals non-Gaussian behavior. There is no contr
tion between these two observations since the cumulant
the line shapes are sensitive to the behavior of the tails of
line shape and these tails decay like power laws exhibitin
non-Gaussian behavior. On the other hand, the order pa
eter captures the features of the line shape, at its center,
is therefore more relevant to the experimental situation
which the tails of the line are not resolved.

~c! For l 57 nm andT51 K a Gaussian behavior of th
cumulants is observed, supported by the order param
^j&.0.08. In addition, we showed that to a good appro
mation the slow modulation limit is valid. The slow modu
lation works better for this case@as compared with case~b!#
since as the temperature is decreased the rateK becomes
smaller while the shiftsv are not changed.

VII. DISTRIBUTION OF VARIANCE

In Sec. VI we showed~under certain conditions! that for
SM in low temperature glass, a Gaussian approximation
background TLSs is valid for large enoughl. The approxi-
mate Gaussian correlation functionh2(t), Eq. ~29!, is de-
e-
et
lts

on
FIG. 8. ~Top panel!: uRe@k4#u is plotted vs 3k2
2 for

3000 molecules,T51.7 K, andl 51 nm . Two types of
behaviors are indicated, non-Gaussian~NG! and Gauss-
ian ~G!. Only 1006 molecules exhibit a Gaussian b
havior. ~Bottom panel!: The case when the rates are s
to zero,K50. The figure demonstrates that the resu
are not altered by the transition ratesK, thus for l 51
nm the system is described by the slow modulati
limit.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 9. The same as Fig. 8, however herel 57 nm.
When we setK50 ~the bottom panel! in simulation a
Gaussian behavior is observed for all molecules. It
indicated that the background is not well approximat
by the slow modulation limit since the results forK
50 andKÞ0 are very different.
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scribed by only two random parameters,k1 andk2 , and the
distribution of these variables gives the full statistical pro
erties of the background.k1 contributes only a shift to the
lines and is unimportant from a practical point of view sin
other shifts always exist in SM-glass systems~i.e., static dis-
order contribution tov0). In this section we calculate th
PDF of variancePl(k2).

The distribution of variances was calculated previou
for a simple mean field model which neglects the distribut
of $A,J%.3,12 Within this approachk25p(12p)(1/r n

6 ~and
p(12p)[^pn(12pn)&). Due to the wide distribution of
TLS parameter it is worthwhile checking if such an approa
works well. The calculation of the variance distribution w
motivated by the conjecture that the variance distribution
directly related to the measured distribution of full width
Downloaded 13 Sep 2001 to 18.21.0.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
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half maximum ~FWHM! Dn. It was suggested thatDn
5c1Ak2, wherec1 is a fitting parameter being identical fo
all SMs. Using this approach the PDF of linewidth is

P~Dn!5U dk2

dDnUPl~k2! ~40!

and within this approach the cutoffl is a fit parameter. Due
to the lack of experimental data it is difficult to determine
this approach works well. The main motivation for this a
proach was~briefly! as follows.~i! TLSs within region 1 are
responsible for the splitting, they do not contribute to t
distribution of linewidth and hence are neglected.~ii ! Back-
ground TLSs contribution to the lines is approximate
Gaussian and then the linear relationDn5c1Ak2 holds. This
n
s

by
FIG. 10. uRe@k4#u vs 3k2
2 for 3000 molecules,T51 K

and l 57 nm. Now 2903 molecules exhibit Gaussia
behavior~the top panel!. Comparing between the case
KÞ0 ~the top panel! andK50 ~the bottom panel! we
see that most molecules environments are described
the slow modulation limit.
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implies that the distribution of linewidth is a poor measure
the complexity of the lines. The TLSs located in the vicin
of the molecule and thus being responsible for the detail
the line shapes are in effect neglected. Here we first calcu
the distribution of variance and no claim is made that it
directly related to the distribution ofDn. We then discuss
further theDn5c1Ak2 approach.

The variance of the line shape of a single chromoph
k2 is rewritten using Eq.~34!,

k25 (
n51

Nact 1

4
sech2~bEn /2!vn

2, ~41!

where the sum is over all active TLSs in the system a
TLSs in region 1 are excluded from the summation~though
we shall also consider the casel 50). We remind the reade
that Eq.~41! is exact~i.e., independent of the shape of th
line!. Not all TLSs in the system are active on the time sc
of experiment andNact in Eq. ~41! is the number of TLSs
which satisfy the constraint Eq.~39!, K.1/texpt.The prob-
ability that a TLS is active is

f 5E
Jmin

Jmax
dJE

0

Amax
dA P~A,J!

3Q@cJ2E coth~bE/2!21/texpt#, ~42!

where Q@ # denotes the heaviside step function. Theref
the effective density of the TLSs isreff5Nact/V, V being the
volume of the system and

reff5r f , ~43!

which in turn depends on temperature and time of exp
ment. The average variance is

^k2&5p2a2
4preff

3l 3 K sech2~bE/2!S A

ED 2L
AJ

~44!

and

^•••&AJ5E
Jmin

Jmax
dJE

0

Amax
dA$P~A,J!•••

3Q@cJ2E coth~bE/2!21/texpt#%/ f , ~45!

where the denominatorf guarantees normalization. To deriv
Eq. ~44! we have averaged over the orientation and the r
dom locations of the TLS in space~using uniform distribu-
tion for r . l ). From Eqs.~44! and ~45!,

^k2&5p2a2
4pr

3l 3

3E
Jmin

Jmax
dJE

0

Amax
dAP~A,J!sech2~bE/2!

3S A

ED 2

Q@cJ2E coth~bE/2!21/texpt#. ~46!

Notice that^k2& depends explicitly on the densityr and not
on the effective densityreff . Also, when l→0 we find
^k2&5`. The calculation of the integral in Eq.~46! can be
performed usingMATHEMATICA . An analytical approach for
Downloaded 13 Sep 2001 to 18.21.0.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the solution of this integral is given in the Appendix. In
similar way one can derive expressions for^k2

2&, ^Reuk4u&,
etc.

The characteristic function of the variance@i.e., the Fou-
rier transform ofPl(k2)# is

^exp~ ikk2!&AJre5 lim
Nact→`

K H 1

V

4p

3 E
l 3

`

dr3

3expF ikB~A,J!

r 6 G J L
AJ

Nact

~47!

with

B~A,J!5p2a2 sech2~bE/2!S A

ED 2

~48!

and ^•••&AJre is an average over the random variablesA, J,
r, ande. Using a standard trick,

^exp~ ikk2!&AJre5 lim
Nact→`

K H 12
4preff

3Nact
E

l 3

`

dr3

3F12expF ikB~A,J!

r 6 G G J L
AJ

Nact

, ~49!

we find

^exp~ ikk2!&AJre5expH 2
4p

3
reffK E

l 3

`

dr3

3F12expF ikp2a2 sech2~bE/2!

3S A

ED 2 1

r 6G G L
AJ
J ~50!

and^•••&AJ is an average over the TLS parametersA andJ.
When l 50 we find

^exp~ ikk2!&AJre5expF2Z1/2uku1/2S 12 i
k

uku D G ~51!

and

Z1/25
1
6 ~2p!5/2areff^sech~bE/2!~A/E!&AJ . ~52!

More explicitly,

Z1/25
1

6
~2p!5/2arE

Jmin

Jmax
dJE

0

Amax
dAP~A,J!

3sech~bE/2!S A

EDQ@cJ2E coth~bE/2!21/texpt#.

~53!

The characteristic function Eq.~51! is a one sided Le´vy-
stable characteristic functionL1/2,1(k) and therefore the PDF
of variance,P0(k2), is a one-sided Le´vy-stable density,

P0~k2!5L1/2,1~k2!, ~54!
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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andL1/2,1(k2) is defined in Eq.~22! with the scaling constan
Eq. ~53!. Equations~51! and ~54! are valid only whenl 50.
For the parameters in Table III we findZ1/252.15 GHz when
m51/3 andZ1/2517.25 GHz whenm50.

When lÞ0 we find

^exp~ ikk2!&AJre5expH 2
4p

3
reffl

3K pAuyuFS~Auyu!

2 i
y

uyu
C~Auyu!G2~12eipy/2!L

AJ
J ,

~55!

wherey is a dimensionless variable,

y5
2pka2

l 6
sech2S bE

2 D S A

ED 2

, ~56!

and S(x) and C(x) are tabulated Fresnel sine and cos
integrals.

For lÞ0 the distribution of variance can be found n
merically in two steps. First we use Eq.~45! to find
^•••&AJ in Eq. ~55! and then use the inverse Fourier tran
form. The result is shown in Fig. 11. For smalll we find a
Lévy-type behavior, as predicted in Eq.~54!, while for larger
values ofl we find that distribution ofk2 behaves more like
a Gaussian. For large values ofl, the interaction of back-
ground TLSs with the SM is described byk2 and therefore
the distribution of k2 completely characterizes the bac
ground. Thus for example 2 we found that forl .7 nm the
background is Gaussian@i.e., h2(t).exp(2k2t

2/2) and in
this section we showed thatk2 is ~approximately! a Gaussian
random variable#. Finally we note that our results forlÞ0
are different from the results obtained within the mean fi
approach. A cusp found in Refs. 3 and 12 is not seen h
due to additional averaging over theA,J. For l 50 the func-
tional form of P0(k2) is identical to what was found previ

FIG. 11. PDF ofk2 calculated for the parameter set of Table III and f
several cutoff radiil as indicated. The full lines are the predictions accord
to Eq. ~55! and the histograms are the simulation calculation results
transition from Gaussian-type behavior~for l;7 nm) to a long-tailed Le´vy-
type behavior~for l→0) is observed.
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ously in Ref. 12. As we discuss in Sec. VIII, the Le´vy result
is not sensitive to the modeling and that is why the me
field result is identical to the result found here based on
full standard tunneling model in thisl 50 limit.

Can we use the distribution of variance to predict t
distribution of linewidths? In Fig. 12 we show a histogram
linewidths obtained from numerical simulation and a
based on Eq.~40!. The fit was obtained using a distributio
of variance and fit parametersl andc1 indicated in Fig. 12.
Both c1;1 andl ,7 nm are in agreement with what migh
have been expected. However according to Fig. 11 the
tribution of variance is very sensitive to the cutoffl and
hence also the distribution of FWHMP(Dn). Therefore
there is the possibility of fitting the PDF of FWHM,P(Dn),
to a large number of shapes. Sincel is considered as a fi
parameter the theory is not predictive. To further investig
the simple approach, we plot in Fig 13 correlationsc1Ak2 vs
Dn for l 55. We usec152(2 ln 2)1/2, which is based on the
assumption of Gaussian line shapes. From Fig. 13 it is c
that a theory whose starting point is the linear relationDn
5c1Ak2, is not totally consistent with numerical data and
expected to yield only qualitative results. Choosing oth
values ofl did not alter this conclusion. The analysis of th
FWHM distribution based on an analytical approach is left
future investigations.

Finally we have checked that the simulation of FWH
~with no cutoff! is consistent with the slow modulation limit
In Fig. 14 we show the correlation plot of the FWHM. Th
FWHM, calculated for the case where all rates are se
zero, are plotted versus the FWHM obtained from the f
simulation. We used the parameters of Table III and no c
off was considered. The nearly linear curve in Fig. 14 in
cates that the slow modulation limit is valid for most of th
molecules. This is compatible with the finding that the c
mulants of the full SM-glass model are well described by
slow modulation limit~i.e., see Fig. 8 and Ref. 23! and with
Ref. 12.

FIG. 12. Histogram of the FWHM obtained from simulations is compar
with predictions according to Eq.~40! given by the continuous line. The
parameters of Table III were used whilel andc1 were considered as fitting
parameters.
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VIII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Zumofen and Klafter4 have shown that the spectral di
fusion kernel of SM interacting with identical TLS on lattic
~ordered case! is a Lévy kernel. For dimensiond53 and
dipolar interaction the result in Ref. 4 is identical to th
well-known Lorentzian kernel found by Klauder an
Anderson33 ~the Lorentzian is a symmetrical Le´vy distribu-
tion with index 1). This type of Le´vy spectral diffusion was
observed in experiments~see Ref. 34, and reference

FIG. 13. Correlation plot of linewidths for 1000 SMs. The data on t
abscissa are the FWHM obtained from the full glass-SM simulated spe
The ordinate are the standard deviations obtained from the variancek2

scaled by the constantc152(2 ln 2)1/2 with the cutoffl 55 nm, as indicated.

FIG. 14. Correlation plot of the FWHM calculated for the SM-glass mo
with Kn according to Eq.~35! and in the slow modulation limit withKn

50. The values of the FWHM, for 1000 molecules, were determined by
outward-search method from the simulated spectra.
Downloaded 13 Sep 2001 to 18.21.0.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
therein!. Here we have considered disordered systems
showed that for both of our working examples, Le´vy statis-
tics plays an important role in describing the statistical pro
erties of the lines. For example 1 we showed that in the
modulation limit the distribution of linewidth is a one side
Lévy-stable density, while for the glass model, described
the slow modulation limit~and l 50), the distribution of
variance is also a one-sided Le´vy-stable density. This is a
consequence of the generalized central limit theorem, t
even though our two working examples describe very diff
ent physical behaviors, a unifying mathematical theory c
be used to understand some of our results.

Lévy-stable distributions serve as a natural generali
tion of the normal Gaussian distribution.29,30The importance
of the Gaussian in statistical physics stems from the cen
limit theorem. Lévy-stable laws are used when analyzin
sums of the type(xi , with $xi% being independent identi
cally distributed random variables characterized by a dive
ing variance. Then the ordinary Gaussian central limit th
rem must be replaced with the generalized central li
theorem. With this generalization, Le´vy-stable probability
densities,Lg,h(x), replace the Gaussian of the standard c
tral limit theorem. Here~and in many other works in the
field! we are considering similar sums, e.g., the variancek2

5(xi and xi5pi(12pi)v i
2 , for which it is easy to verify

that the divergence ofxi is due to the random distribution o
TLSs in space~hence when a large cutoffl is introduced, we
do not get Le´vy behavior!. The Lévy behavior of our model
is determined by the dimensionality of the problem,d53,
and the power law interactionv;1/r d with d53 for dipolar
interaction. One can generalize our results ford and d not
equal 3, by replacingL1/2,1 in Eqs. ~21! and ~54! with
Ld/(d2),1 for d/d,2 ~the index one inLd/(d2),1 describes one-
sided Lévy-stable densities, this is the case sincexi.0). We
have found that other features of our model describing
TLSs~e.g., distribution ofA andJ) do not influence the Le´vy
type of behavior and these parameters determine only
scaling constantsz1/2. Thus the Le´vy-stable behavior is no
sensitive to the details of the modeling.

Lévy statistics can be used to analyze other related pr
lems; for example, the PDF of the mean of the line,k1 , is
P(k1)5Ld/d,0(k1) and for d5d53 we have a Lorentzian
behavior while ford/d52 one has a Gaussian behavior. A
cording to the statistical method of Stoneham35 the distribu-
tion of k1 gives the TLS contribution to the inhomogeneo
line sincek1 describes the shifts of the lines~i.e., whenv0

50). It is interesting to note that Stoneham’s theory of
homogeneous line shapes is compatible with Le´vy statistics,
as shown in Table IV for different types of interaction. F
additional discussion on the relation between the theory
inhomogeneous line shapes, Le´vy statistics ~and financial
markets! see the work of Kador.34 In our recent
publication,23 we showed that SM line shape cumulants
low temperature glass are Le´vy distributed. Geva and
Skinner10 have shown that moments of a dynamical autoc
relation function describing dynamics of SM in glass a
described by a certain universal distribution. This distrib
tion is a Lévy distribution.

All these results~and others! indicate that very much

a.

l

e
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like ordinary Brownian motion, which is described b
Gaussian central limit theorem, some parts of line shape p
nomena, in systems with long-range interaction, are dee
related to Le´vy’s generalized central limit theorem.

We have investigated a transition from simple to co
plex line shape phenomena. When identical TLSs are dis
uted randomly in space~example 1), we showed that in th
fast modulation limit lines exhibit simple Lorentzian beha
ior and the linewidth is a random variable. In the slow mod
lation limit, lines exhibit complex splitting behavior~i.e.,
several peaks are observed!. We have quantified the trans
tion from simple to complex line shape phenomena using
order parameter. Such a transition can be controlled by
rateK, which is usually temperature dependent. Thus at le
in principle one could observe such a transition by chang
the temperature of a system.

Several experimental studies have investigated the di
bution of linewidth of SM in glass. The distribution of line
width does not give direct statistical information on the sp
ting phenomena and complexity of the lines. We find the
features of the lines most interesting. In fact there is no
single definition of linewidth for a structured line with se
eral peaks. The distribution of line shapes is sensitive ma
to the behavior of the background TLSs. To see this, imag
a glass composed of background TLSs, giving Gaussian
tribution to the line, plus a single slow TLS in the vicinity o
the SM. The single TLS will split the line shape into tw
~usually the height of the two peaks will be non identic!
and the linewidth in such a case is a measure of the b
ground Gaussian width. It is therefore important to consi
besides the distribution of linewidths, other statistical m
sures~e.g., order parameter! which are sensitive to the com
plex structure of the lines.
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APPENDIX

It might be convenient to carry out some of the integ
tions usingK,E instead ofA,J. A standard transformation
shows

TABLE IV. Summary of Stoneham’s theory on inhomogeneous line bro
ening, for different types of power law interactions.d stands for the Euclid-
ean dimension andd denotes the exponent of the interaction power law. T
results show that the normalized inhomogeneous lines are symme
Lévy-stable lawsLd/d,0(v). L10(v) is the Lorentzian,L3/2,0(v) is Holts-
mark’s function, andL2,0* (v) is a Gaussian with logarithmic corrections~for
details see Ref. 35!.

Physical problem d d Line shape

Strain broadening due to dislocations 2 1 L2,0* (v)
Strain due to dislocation dipoles 2 2 L1,0(v)
Strain broadening due to point defects 3 3 L1,0(v)
Field gradient broadening 3 3 L10(v)
Magnetic and electric dipole broadening 3 3 L1,0(v)
Broadening due to random electric fields 3 2 L3/2,0(v)
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0

Amax
dAE

Jmin

Jmax
dJ

1

N

Am

J
•••5

1

2NEEmin

Emax
dEE

Kmin(E)

Kmax(E)

dK
Em

K

3S 12
K

Kc~E! D
~m21!/2

•••,

~A1!

where

Emin5Jmin , ~A2!

Emax5AAmax
2 1Jmax

2 , ~A3!

Kc~E!5cE3 cothS bE

2 D , ~A4!

Kmin~E!5c max$Jmin
2 ,E22Amax

2 %E cothS bE

2 D , ~A5!

Kmax~E!5c min$Jmax
2 ,E2%E cothS bE

2 D , ~A6!

and

1

N
5

11m

Amax
11mln~Jmax/Jmin!

. ~A7!

Many times a simplification can be made in the limits of t
K integration. When averaging over functions which are va
ishing whenbE.1 and when using physical parameters
the standard tunneling model one can use

Kmin~E!.Jmin
2 E cothS bE

2 D ~A8!

and

Kmax~E!.Kc~E!. ~A9!

See Ref. 9 for comparison.
To calculate the averaged variance^k2& it is convenient

to use the random variablesE,K rather thenA,J. Using Eqs.
~44!, ~A1!, and the identity

A25E2F12
K

Kmax~E!G ~A10!

we have

^k2&5p2a2
4pr

l 3

1

2N E
Emin

Emax
dEE

Kmin(E)

Kmax(E)

dK

3sech2~bE/2!
Em

K F12
K

Kmax~E!G
~m11!/2

3Q~K21/texpt!. ~A11!

Since Emaxb@1 we may take the upper limit of the firs
integral to ` and sincebEmin!1 we may take the lower
limit of the first integral to 0. Also sinceKmin(E),1/texpt for
bE;1 we set the lower limit of theK integral to 0, and we
find after changing variables of integration

-

al
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^k2&.pa2
4pr

l 3

1

2N
~kBT!11m

3E
0

`

dzzm sech2~z/2!E
0

Gexptz
3 coth(z/2) dx

x

3F12
x

Gexptz
3 coth~z/2!

G ~m11!/2

Q~x21! ~A12!

andGexpt5c(kBT)3texpt.
Note that the prefactor 1/N depends on the cutoffAmax

and logarithmically on the cutoffsJmin ,Jmax. This seems not
to be consistent with the requirement that cutoffs do
affect the final results. However,r/N is a constant which is
determined from the measurements~see details of Appendix
B of Ref. 9!. Hence the prefactors are constants independ
of the choice of the cutoffs. This is not obvious from E
~A12!.
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